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Modern ‘live’ football: moving from the panoptican gaze to the performative, virtual and carnivalesque

Mark Turner*

Faculty of Sport Business and Enterprise, Southampton Solent University, Southampton, UK

Drawing on Redhead’s discussion of Baudrillard as a theorist of hyperreality, the paper considers the different ways in which the mediatized ‘live’ football spectacle is often modelled on the ‘live’ however eventually usurps the ‘live’ forms position in the cultural economy, thus beginning to replicate the mediatized ‘live’. The blurring of the ‘live’ and ‘real’ through an accelerated mediatization of football allows the formation of an imagined community mobilized by the working class whilst mediated through the sanitization, selling of ‘events’ and the middle classing of football, through the re-encoding of sporting spaces and strategic decision-making about broadcasting. A culture of pub supporting then allows potential for working-class supporters to remove themselves from the panoptican gazing systems of late modern hyperreal football stadia and into carnivalesque performative spaces, which in many cases are hyperreal and simulated themselves.

Introduction

This paper explores the relationship between the experience of watching the ‘live’ football event at the stadium in person and watching the mediatized ‘live’ by sports media technology such as television and the Internet. By modern here, I refer to the current places and spaces in which premiership football operates today.

Drawing on ‘live’ performance cultural theorists from theatre and popular music such as Auslander, the paper also aims to critique the status of ‘live’ football performance in a mass-media-dominated culture and considers whether the encroachment of sports media technology on the ‘live’ event itself has led to the middle classing of football whilst affecting the level of ‘liveness’ of both the ‘real’ ‘live’ event and the mediatized ‘representation’ or ‘version’, thus subsequently producing an almost hyperreal, virtual, simulated ‘live’.

Taking the specific case of the ‘pub as a virtual football fandom venue’, the discussion will then critically consider how this perhaps acts as the ‘optimal sporting experience in late modernity’, whereby this culture may have reproduced and recovered a lost traditional working-class community who have, in some cases, been priced out of Premier League football. Pub spectatorship then produces a parody of the ‘real’ ‘live’ and thus leaving ‘those absent from the stadium to be always right’.

Middle classing of football spaces

From the early development of football through to the modern era of the 1960s and up to the early 1990s, there remained a strong hard proletarian masculine identity on the terraces at the ‘live’ event itself that often developed into social sporting communities. This ‘terrace
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culture’ and the ‘obsessive fan’ became then the dominant focus over the ‘ordinary supporter’ or ‘casual television viewer’ (Ferris in Redhead, 1997, 29).

Both Whannel and Boyle and Haynes map out the relationship between early ‘live’ football broadcasting and highl...
Before the acceleration of ‘live’ modernity began to rapidly increase post-1992, the experience of watching the modern ‘live’ football event at the stadium was more than just a ‘viewing’ or ‘spectating’ of the ‘live’ spectacle. The ‘live’ event was often a proletarian pilgrimage to a magical space, where a local and shared community experience could take place. Many thousands of people from the same town, village, city or even country would gather together to witness and participate in this predominantly male, heteronormative, masculine community.

Weed discusses the nature of the ‘live’ sport spectating experience drawing on concept of the ‘leisure pursuit of being there’. What is interesting to note here is the idea that, whilst experiencing football ‘live’ at the stadium is of course concerned with the immediate excitement of witnessing the event unfold in ‘real time’, this ‘live presence’ also plays an important role in being able to ‘re-call’ and ‘re-tell’ the experience after the event. It is also interesting to consider here the context of ‘liveness’ and theatre/music performances, where Auslender discusses the ‘socio-cultural’ value attached to ‘live’ presence where being able to ‘say one saw a particular musician, actor or gig “live”, enables one to perhaps gain social prestige’.

MacCannell’s idea of ‘returning’ is a further significant part of the ‘live’ event experience in person, and that the ‘being there’ at the football stadium to see the drama unfold is one of the features of the ‘live’ event itself which makes it distinct from not being there, or perhaps witnessing it ‘live’ on television or recorded at a later time. This idea is also discussed within the context of television and space, where to watch an event ‘live’ at a distance and not in person at the stadium, for example on TV, prevents an individual to stand as a witness to history because they lack ‘privileged raw, authentic proximity to facts’.

Furthermore, Boden and Molotch have suggested that the excitement and witnessing of the ‘live’ event itself holds a further important feature, that being ‘the compulsion of proximity’, where to fully experience the event unfold ‘live’, spectators are required to be in the ‘company of others’, for example, a physical presence at the stadium with other supporters.

Within the field of theatre and drama studies, Grotowski on the subject of participation between the actor and audience, in this case the live event and spectator, suggested that the actual participation should be ‘somatic’ and ‘bodily’, and thus to really experience the event ‘live’, the actors (live event unfolding) should perform (or be performed) amongst the audience and that the audience should participate physically.

This idea of spectating at the ‘live’ event itself for many supporters is an actual physical bodily experience where they believe that not only are they potentially able to influence a result, but the actual ‘living’ of the event and being able to ‘re-call’ and ‘re-tell’ it is heightened by the very fact that the experience is ‘bodily’ and ‘somatic’. The ‘live’ football stadium spectacle becomes then an example of Stanislavski’s ‘dramatic theatre’ where the ‘live’ sporting audience’s participation becomes both physical and psychological, in that the audience believes through the convincing ‘realism’ of performance, for example, the songs, chants, physical movements, emotions and passion, that what they are in fact watching is ‘real’ and ‘live’, and thus ‘live’ spectatorship or audience can only be participating in nature.

The football fan as ‘post-tourist’ and the self-conscious reflexivity of the ‘live’
Since 1992 and the acceleration of ‘live’ modernity however, the experience for many supporters at the ‘live’ event has changed significantly. Redhead describes in detail this
change in fandom culture that he calls ‘post-fandom’, where a distinction has occurred between the ‘direct’ experience of the ‘live’ spectacle and the ‘experience of the game being always mediated’. What has literally taken place during the acceleration of ‘live’ modernity at the event is the shrinking of the differences between original and modern notions of ‘live’ spectatorship that included terrace culture and a more intense ‘Grotowski’ experience, and the ‘live’ mediatized version on television.

Redhead suggests that there is now a similarity between watching instant replays on giant video screens at the ‘live’ event to watching these replays on television. As a result, there has also been a shrinking of the differences between the ‘passive’ and ‘participatory’ actions of spectators. Often during terrace culture, fans would congregate to specific areas of the stand to obtain a better view of a particular goal to which their team were attacking, or to be physically and fanatically part of an identifiable atmosphere or group.

Since the development of post-fandom culture however, the participatory has now become intertwined with the passive, where in most modern all-seater stadiums spectators from different stands are able to see the whole pitch and event perfectly from similar angles and become part of the ‘post-tourist’ culture of ‘grazing’ at the event itself, through the viewing of action replays and in some cases, for example, at the home of Tottenham Hotspur F.C., White Hart Lane, the ‘live’ event itself on a giant TV screen at the same time the ‘live’ event unfolds on the pitch. This global post-fandom culture perhaps took its most significant status during the USA ’94 World Cup where the increase in consumption of the global ‘live’ mediatized event led to the increase in passive rather than participatory audiences.

The acceleration of ‘live’ modernity at the event has also produced a more cinematic consumer experience than that of the previous terrace culture, where the stadium has become an ‘extension of the living room’ and thus developing an ‘armchair fan culture’, through the constant supply of food and drink and the cost and style of the experience.

Auslander has discussed sporting events within the context of ‘liveness’ in a mediatized culture and its effect on the ‘live’ event, suggesting ‘spectators now watch significant portions of the games they are attending on giant video screens, where the rhetoric of mediatisation embedded in such devices as the instant replay, the simulcast and the close up, are now constitutive of the live event itself’.

The mediatization of the ‘live’ event has a further relationship with the ‘live’ event itself, where spectators at the match, for example, ‘are not only seeing performances that resemble mediatised ones as closely as possible, but are apparently modelling their responses to the live event on those expected of them by television’.

Taking this phenomenon further then, Redhead has offered a fascinating insight into the application of Paul Virilio to the study of the ‘live’ event spectacle and has perhaps captured this accelerated change most accurately. As he notes, ‘spectators at a Premiership match today constantly watch from an inert sedentary position in an accelerated, and accelerating, spectacle flash by in a blur’. Furthermore, in discussing the relationship between the ‘live’ event experience and the mediatized representation of it, he suggests that the ‘way the spectator watching the game “live” at the stadium, actually sees the speeding spectacle, is conditioned by decades of watching such matches “live” on television, sofa surfing in the sedentary comfort of the armchair, an example of Virilio’s pathological fixedness or polar inertia’.

What we witness here then is not only a shrinking of the differences between the ‘passive’ and the ‘participatory’ at the ‘live’ event, but also a paradoxical relationship between the ‘live’ event itself at the stadium and the mediatized ‘live’. Furthermore, as we are ‘born into post-fandom’ and the ‘fragmentary, self-conscious, reflexive, mediated
and artistic become more pervasive’, so too does the ‘self-conscious’ experience of the mediated ‘live’ event.33

**Baudrillard and the hyperreality and simulation of the ‘live’**

The relationship between the ‘live’ event and the mediatized ‘live’ also raises the question of realism. Redhead’s discussion of Baudrillard ‘muses about the extent to which media coverage displaces the real event’ and how the ‘real referent has disappeared over recent years where audiences both “live” at the event and watching it “live” on TV have been transformed by the increasing domination of the mental screen’.34

Giulianotti discusses Baudrillard’s notion of hyperreality and the role in which the media plays in the confusion and simulation of reality.35 The mediatized ‘live’ event, according to Baudrillard, then attempts to reproduce the ‘realism’ of the ‘live’ event itself in simulated form, before the actual ‘live’ event can materialize.36 This acceleration of ‘live’ modernity takes on a virtual life where the entire ‘live’ experience of the event is reformulated and simulated by multiple camera angles.

There is increasing evidence of the growing hyperrealism within the passive experience of the ‘live’ event, where in some cases actual crowd participation and atmosphere have been simulated, for example, the simulation of a whole ‘end’ of terrace culture at Highbury during rebuilding work in the early 1990s.37 Furthermore, during the 2006/2007 season at Manchester City’s Eastlands stadium, the author personally experienced a simulated crowd noise being broadcast around the North Stand, producing a hyperreal atmosphere to combat the lack of ‘real’ singing amongst passive supporters.

As the acceleration of ‘live’ modernity continues, Baudrillard ‘anticipates the day when football matches will be played before empty stadiums where spectators decide to watch the match on TV at home, consuming the hyperrealism of pornographic sporting information in a virtual experience of directorial technological control’.38 In a sense then, the mediated ‘live’ almost becomes a ‘third order of simulacra’ replacing the original real ‘live’ event itself,39 simulating an almost ‘realer than real’ world in which the event is situated.40

Perhaps the most telling contribution of Baudrillard to the discussion of the ‘live’ event and the mediatized ‘live’ is his idea of the ‘live’ becoming so ‘mediatised and hyperreal that it can be said to have not taken place’.41 What is suggested here is the idea that we can only understand the ‘live’ event to have taken place, through our understanding of the context in which it is transmitted in ‘real time’ within the ‘live’ mediatized event.42 As the football ‘live’ event is controlled and organized around ‘commercials and television deadlines’ mediated within discourse, the event becomes less about the clash between the players, and more about the ‘surgical execution of pre-programmed, simulated game strategies’.43

This virtual mediatized ‘live’ provides a ‘pornography of sport’ in which Sky Sports interaction, numerous choice of angles and audio systems produce a ‘visual excess of reality that no spectator “live” at the event enjoys’.44 However, even for the most passive people at the event itself within accelerated ‘live’ modernity, it has become a televised, rather than an actual participatory experience.

What for the future then? Giulianotti has already noted that modern computer technology can simulate games by using ‘old video footage of matches to create new ones’ and that ‘children are now playing football on their television screens through their game consoles rather than in the streets’.45 This is perhaps a microcosm of Baudrillard’s vision, in that ‘by the time of the European championships in 2008, fans will not need to travel to the tournament to enjoy the sensory pleasures of being there’ rather the spectator will be left to enjoy and ‘partake in, an interactive experience as if they are there in the stadium’.46
The ‘live’ culture of pub supporting

A recent cultural phenomenon has developed, which perhaps reveals a further interesting relationship between the passive and the participatory, and the ‘real’ and ‘hyperreal’. This phenomenon is what Weed has referred to as the ‘culture of pub supporting’ where spectators of ‘live’ football have begun to recognize the ‘pub not only as a place to socialise before the match but as an actual virtual football fandom venue itself, which offers an alternative to being at the “live” event in person’.

Redhead was quick to recognize the early development of this culture when he suggested that ‘one significant response to the Sky takeover of English football in the early 1990s has been for fans to congregate in large numbers across the country in bars, which have Sky TV at times of live matches, and that this “pub culture” has in effect replaced the yesteryear participatory terrace culture’.

What the mediatized ‘live’ has produced then is an opportunity to play on the subtle distinction between the real and hyperreal, where the ‘cheap availability’ for working-class supporters, who have been priced out of becoming part of the post-fan culture at the ‘simulated’ ‘live stadium event, to watch the game for free, has allowed them to construct and imagine a community and social experience, which has been lost to some degree, during accelerated ‘live’ modernity and post-fan culture.

During traditional open ‘terrace culture’, fans were able to ‘choose where they watched the game, which some believed to have been vital to the creation of atmosphere at the ‘live’ event, and whilst the ‘sanitized’ new stadium experience may have ‘destroyed this traditional atmosphere, fans are now able to choose from a number of pub venues, at which to watch a particular game. As Brimson in Weed explains, ‘it is cheaper and easier to simply go down the pub and watch the game while having a few beers, where in most cases it will be with the same group of geezers and so the atmosphere will be as good if not better than at the actual game’.

What is perhaps interesting to note here is whilst Redhead has correctly indicated that such ‘pub culture’ has developed out of necessity in a sense, where a ‘lack of access to ‘live televised matches at home and at the event’ has meant supporters having to look elsewhere, the ‘culture of pub supporting and its predominantly “proletarian” experience have now developed into an activity that is attractive in its own right’. More importantly, the mediatized ‘live’ at the pub venue now often streams English football matches from European channels, thus presenting the fan with the option of watching a match ‘live’ that may not be shown on TV at all.

As a result then, the ‘culture of pub supporting’ reveals some of the key features identified by Weed as being integral to the ‘real’ ‘live’ event experience, such as the ‘shared proletarian communal experience’ and ‘collective enjoyment,’ that have decreased within the more individual and simulated cinematic experience evident within the new middle classing of Premier League football. The significance of this ‘virtual fandom site’ is that the pub in a sense becomes almost a site of protest in which the collective proletariat reproduce the community taken away from them by the bourgeois authorities. As supporters attend the pub as a virtual alternative to being present at the ‘live’ event, they socially construct an imagined community that in some cases allows for socialization processes with other fans whom they have never met before. Equally, these fans are also aware that they are part of a broader imagined community of fellow working-class supporters who are attending other pubs across the country.
Weed also notes that such a site of protest could provide potential for ‘virtual football hooliganism’ and ‘virtual football violence’, which in some cases has already occurred, specifically during England football World Cup matches.

Finally, Bale in Brown draws our attention to a further recent example of the ‘virtual fandom’ phenomenon during accelerated ‘live’ modernity, in his discussion of Danish football and folk tradition. Recalling a match between Denmark and Germany in Copenhagen, he describes the open park land space known as ‘Faelled’, where a huge television screen was erected amongst thousands of fans producing a carnival atmosphere, standing in opposition to the panopticized confinement of modern stadia and that such experience was perhaps the ‘optimal sporting experience for late modernity; an incongruous juxtapositioning of late-modern and folk traditions’.

Concluding thoughts
This paper has discussed the ‘live’ football event within accelerated modernity and its relationship with post-fandom culture and the hyperreal simulated style of the mediatized ‘live’. By understanding the development of accelerated ‘live’ modernity and the growing influence of global media communications and technologies, we are able to recognize the post-modern way in which the experience of the ‘real’, ‘live’ event at the stadium and the ‘hyperreal’ mediatized ‘live’ have become so mixed up and intertwined that in many ways they now cannot be understood independent of each other.

Drawing on Baudrillard and Virilio, the paper has demonstrated different ways in which the mediatized form is often modelled on the ‘live’ form, but eventually usurps the ‘live’ forms position in the cultural economy, and thus the ‘live’ form begins to replicate the mediatized ‘live’.

In recognizing the paradoxical relationship between the ‘live’ and mediatized ‘live’ and traditional terrace culture and post-fandom culture, the paper has touched upon the new interesting phenomenon of ‘pub supporting culture’ that experiences both the virtual, almost simulacra of the mediatized ‘live’, whilst retaining and recovering some of the participatory and shared community experiences of the traditional ‘live’ event itself.

This modern image technology allows both the traditional and post-fan to survey the ‘real’ world whilst maintaining a ‘Brechtian’ critical distance through the style of virtual and pub communities, that somehow denies its reality. The culture of pub supporting then allows supporters to playfully parody the ‘real’ ‘live’ experience through the social interaction and sharing of an imagined community, whilst still being aware of the hyperreality and simulation of the mediatized ‘live’ on the large screen. Perhaps it is those absent from the stadium who converge to the ‘live’ pub, who are actually always right.
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